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hacienda monasterio
Located between the towns of Pesquera and Valbuena de Duero, Hacienda Monasterio is in the heart of the ‘Golden Mile’, a stretch of land that
includes the best vineyard parcels of Vega Sicilia, Pingus, Alion, Abadia Retuerta and Pesquera. Monasterio is a historic property that had been
producing wine since the 19th century, but it had fallen in to a state of disrepair by the time it was purchased by a consortium in 1991. This is
when the modern history of this 78ha property gets started, as estate manager Peter Sisseck oversaw the construction of a new purpose built wine
cellar and began the replanting of certain plots and the rejuvenation of the older vines. Organic viticultural practices were instituted immediately and
although the vast majority of the south facing vineyards are planted to Tinto Fino (Tempranillo), there are also some small parcels of Cabernet
Sauvignon, Merlot and Malbec. There is a range of soils on the estate but they all share a limestone bedrock that, allied to the high elevation of most
of the vineyards, gives the wines a sense of freshness, elegance and minerality. The wines are made with a sensitive, low-intervention approach hand harvesting, natural yeast fermentations, malolactic and maturation in French (Allier) barrels (50% new) and an egg-white fining before bottling.
When Peter arrived at the property, his task was intended to be a short-term one, with a brief to oversee the rebuilding of the cellar and tidying up
of the vineyards, before handing over the reins to a younger winemaker. The immediate success of the wines put paid to that idea, and Peter has
been at Monasterio ever since (although now largely in a consultative capacity). He has, however, been able to embark on a couple of projects of
his own....

psi
In 2006, following the incredible success Peter had with Pingus and Monasterio, he decided to create a project that would give something back
to Ribera del Duero. The way Peter saw things, there was a handful of estates owned (in most cases) by rich investors. The smaller farmers, who
were selling on their fruit to commercial bodegas, didn’t see any benefit from the emergence of Ribera as one of Spain’s leading wine regions.
Sure, their land was worth more and the price of fruit crept up a bit, but by and large they were handing over their fruit for someone else to profit
from and because of the preference for quantity over quality, many of them we’re ripping up their old vines:
“There are a lot fewer old vines in Ribera today than when I arrived here in 1990. I think it is some 4,000 ha. It is still quite a lot, but the grape
growers, being paid by the kilo, have no incentive to keep the old vines, because the yield is lower. So they rip them up and plant new ones that
are going to produce more grapes, but not of the same quality.”
It was in response to this that Peter started Psi, a project in which he works with local farmers to help them practice organic and biodynamic farming
(as sort of a free consultant), then buys the fruit from them at a price that justifies them keeping the old vines. Former Alonso del Yerro winemaker
Paolo Rubio then crafts a low-intervention wine, which is fresh and transapent tasting - the wine is fermented in concrete tanks and aged in large
wooden casks and barrques (hardly any of them new). The first vintage of Psi was 2007 and it was warmly received by the critics and the market.
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Pingus is a Danish nickname for Peter and he was called this by his grandfather when growing up, so when Sisseck decided to branch out on his
own from Monasterio that was what he named it. The first vintage was made from the 1995 crop, but the project really began when Peter bought
a 1.5ha plot of vines in San Cristobal, planted in 1929. In the early years of Monasterio, they were buying fruit from some well regarded local
growers while the vineyards were being brought back to life. One of these growers delivered his low yielding, old vine fruit to Sisseck and once
it had been vinified, Peter knew that it was of the highest quality. He bought the plot and supplemented it with another superb plot in Barrosso,
making a total of 4 hectares of vines sitting 800m above sea level.
The vineyard has been farmed biodynamically since 2000, but before that Sisseck treated it organically and before that the old man that owned it
never used any chemicals whatsoever. So the gnarled old vines are in wonderful condition, giving naturally low yields that are further controlled to
make sure the harvest never tops 12 hl/ha. The fruit is divided into lots with part of it vinified as whole clusters and the rest of it de-stemmed by
hand. This hand de-stemming is a labourious task but it means the fruit that gets used is from pristine, whole berries that are in perfect condition.
Sisseck wanted to make the wines in a very hands-off, traditional fashion, so natural yeasts ferments kickstart a long, cool fermentation in open-top
wooden fermentation tanks. The wine is moved to new oak barrels for the malolactic fermentation and that is where it stays for 18 months before
being bottled without fining or filtration. Initially Pingus was given the 200% new oak treatment, but this has been steadily reduced over the years
to the extent that from 2011 the wine will be aged in 100% old barrels for the first time.
The 1995 vintage was revealed to the market at the 1996 Bordeaux en primeur tasting. Sisseck is a close friend of arch-garagiste Jean-Luc
Thunevin and effectively this is what Sisseck had done in Ribera - take an old vineyard, reduce the yields to microscopic levels and treat the wine
with all the care and attention of a first growth. The result was, like the St Emilion garagistes, a sensation and Robert Parker dedicated the whole
back page of the next edition of the Advocate to Sisseck’s new creation, trumpeting it as “one of the greatest and most exciting young red wines
I have ever tasted”. Needless to say, the hype bandwagon started rolling and people were desperate to get their hands on a bottle. When the boat
carrying America’s share of the ‘95 vintage was shipwrecked near the Azores, the price started to move northwards and the inflation has never
stopped. Pingus is now the most expensive wine in Spain in most vintages.
Production of Pingus is strictly limited to around 500 cases in most vintages and Peter has no wish to increase this. He did, however, want to make
more wine under the Pingus name, so from the beginning of the project there was another cuvée, called Flor de Pingus. This was initially made
from parcels of rented vines, but is now all from Sisseck-owned parcels (since 2003), of at least 35 year old vines, as opposed to the 75-80
years of the Pingus vineyards. The wine is made slightly differently - ferments take place in steel tanks and the wine then ages in a mix of old and
new barrels, with about 3000 cases made from an average yield of 20-25 hl/ha and the resulting wine is much cheaper than its sibling. Jay Miller
claimed that Flor de Pingus was the best value wine in Spain - value being a relative concept of course.
Finally, there is a micro-cuvée (that is, more micro than Pingus), called Amelia. Only one (new French) barrel of this wine - 25 cases - is made and
the entire production is sold to the USA. It is from a parcel of vines that are over 100 years old and the yield is just 10 hl/ha. The first vintage of
Amelia was 2003.

